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Construction Business

Guide for Prospective Financial Information, with Conforming Changes as of
Presenting well-known tools and techniques, the Home Builder's Guide to Continuous
Improvement provides important insights and necessary information to reduce cycle time
duration and variation in order to improve quality and customer satisfaction and to minimize
costs and accidents. Each chapter offers examples based on the authors' personal experience
working with builders and trade contractors. Including figures and graphs to enhance the text,
this book contains simple language, using residential construction industry terminology to
improve understanding of continuous improvement concepts and practices. No previous math
background is required, making it suitable for all levels.

Contracting in All 50 States
Contractor's Guide to QuickBooks Pro 2004
Book Bulletin of the Chicago Public Library
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Contractor's Year-Round Tax Guide
Contractor's Guide to QuickBooks Pro 2003
Here's the advice that high-priced accountants and tax pros charge their customers for: How to
set up and run your business to minimize taxes and what you should include in your contracts
with others.

Accounting and Financial Management for Residential Construction
For today's contractors, legal problems are like snakes in the swamp - you might not see them,
but they're there. This book tells you where the snakes are hiding and directs you to the safe
path. You're less likely to need a $200-an-hour guide with a law degree if you follow the simple
directions given in this easy-to-read handbook. The legal tasks you can do yourself - this book
tells you how. The ones where you'd better get a professional - this book tells you what and
when. For the price of 15 minutes in a lawyer's office, you'll have a guide that will make many
of those visits unnecessary.

Construction Contracting
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NASCLA Contractors Guide to Business, Law and Project Management, Virginia
Edition
Contractor's Plain-English Legal Guide
Energy Efficient Building Construction in Florida, 9th Edition
With construction activity increasing and significant changes to the revenue recognition model,
it is more important than ever for accountants and financial managers to be on top of the very
latest in accounting and auditing changes for the construction industry. This guide examines
the most recent updates and key issues impacting construction accounting and auditing. It
covers new changes as a result of FASB ASU 2014-09, it also explores the relationship
between the contractor and the surety.

The Architect's Guide to Design-Build Services
This classic book provides an overview of the methods, equipment, and materials used in the
construction of large commercial buildings. It makes an excellent source of general
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information—complete with diagrams, details, photographs, and worked examples of typical
construction calculations such as earth moving calculation, formwork calculations, concrete
pressures, and insulation values for building components. Revised content in this new 8th
edition includes additional examples and homework problems for a complete review, superior
illustrations, added video clips to the ancillary materials, and much, much more!

Construction Accounting
Contractor's Guide to Quickbooks Pro 2002
Electrical Blueprint Reading
Residential Wiring
Construction Guide provides CPAs with guidance on the accounting, auditing, and reporting
that are particular to the construction industry. In addition, it provides CPAs with guidance on
engagements for a wide range of situations, including those special to utility contractors, road
builders, home construction, home builders, real estate developers, commercial construction,
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residential construction, and more. The book includes work programs, practice aids, checklists,
and sample reports.

Accountants' Index
Construction Accounting addresses every aspect of the accounting for a construction business.
The intent is to not only explain accounting concepts, but also provide examples and show how
an accounting system can be constructed and operated. The book pays particular attention to
unique aspects of construction accounting that are not encountered in other industries,
including the job cost ledger, change orders, back charges, percentage of completion
calculations, and the treatment of anticipated losses on contracts.

Construction Contractors: Accounting and Auditing
The definitive contracting reference for the construction industry, updated and expanded
Construction Contracting, the industry's leading professional reference for five decades, has
been updated to reflect current practices, business methods, management techniques, codes,
and regulations. A cornerstone of the construction library, this text presents the hard-to-find
information essential to successfully managing a construction company, applicable to building,
heavy civil, high-tech, and industrial construction endeavors alike. A wealth of coverage on the
basics of owning a construction business provides readers with a useful "checkup" on the state
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of their company, and in-depth exploration of the logistics, scheduling, administration, and legal
aspects relevant to construction provide valuable guidance on important facets of the business
operations. This updated edition contains new coverage of modern delivery methods,
technology, and project management. The field of construction contracting comprises the
entire set of skills, knowledge, and conceptual tools needed to successfully own or manage a
construction company, as well as to undertake any actual project. This book gives readers
complete, up-to-date information in all of these areas, with expert guidance toward best
practices. Learn techniques for accurate cost estimating and effective bidding Understand
construction contracts, surety bonds, and insurance Explore project time and cost
management, with safety considerations Examine relevant labor law and labor relations
techniques Between codes, standards, laws, and regulations, the construction industry
presents many different areas with which the manager needs to be up to date, on top of
actually doing the day-to-day running of the business. This book provides it all under one cover
– for the project side and the business side, Construction Contracting is a complete working
resource in the field or office.

QuickBooks for Contractors
"Act as if you like your customer," says customer service expert Carol Smith. She shows
builders and their management staffs how to make their home buyers' experience a positive
one from initial contact through warranty service. Satisfied customers aren't born that way.
They're created. A successful customer service program is one of the key elements in closing
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sales and getting referrals. You can increase sales by developing stronger customer service
goals and organizing the activities necessary to reach them. Customer Service for Home
Builders explores the fundamental customer service challenges that every service-oriented
company faces: - staff - quality - documentation - internal communication - policies and
procedures Carol Smith examines the sequence of a builder's relationship with home buyers
and shows builders how to initiate service and successfully manage customers' experiences
instead of just reacting to issues customers raise. In "Daily Operations: Working with
Customers," she focuses on-- - expectations - preliminaries - customers and construction - new
home delivery - warranty service The book --with its forms, checklists, documents, and
resources guide- provides what you need to give your customer service program new life. It
includes what you need to easily institute a comprehensive customer service program. Create
satisfied customers every time with Carol Smith's industry-tested guidelines.

National Construction Estimator
This book includes self-test section at the end of each chapter. Test yourself, then check
answers in the back of the book to see how you score. CD-ROM included.

Home Builder's Guide to Continuous Improvement
Reading a blueprint is like reading a road map. It tells you exactly what you are required to
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build. Read it wrong and you will build it wrong -- and that can be expensive. This book
explains how to read and interpret all types of electrical drawings and diagrams used in
residential and commercial construction. There are details on electrical floor plans, lighting
layouts, and schematics showing single line and block or power-riser diagrams for wiring
circuits. Learn how to lay out an electrical project, what to look out for in dealing with
construction specifications and drawings -- especially in terms of today's technology, how to
use an engineer's scale for developing and reading site plans, and how to make up and use
panel board, connected-load, and other schedules.

The Working Press of the Nation
Written expressly for contractors and subcontractors, this easy-to-use, well-illustrated
reference in McGraw-HillÕs popular BuilderÕs Guide series gives you all the information you
need to handle every aspect of landscaping professionally and economically. Featuring
complete methods for both traditional and innovative landscaping, this first-of-its-kind guide is
your all-in-one key to success in every aspect of the landscaping business, from marketing
your services to maintaining plants and putting in patios. A volume in the Builder's Guide
Series.

The Lean Builder: A Builder's Guide to Applying Lean Tools in the Field
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Customer Service for Home Builders
The definitive resource for designer-led projects The Architect's Guide to Design-Build
Servicesoffers authoritative knowledge and industry insight to architectsconsidering entry into
the burgeoning practice of design-buildproject delivery. Written by architects and other
professionalswith expertise in risk management, law, ethics, finance, andcontracts, this
instructive guide addresses the roles architectscan assume during a design-build project,
including leading theproject, acting as subcontractor, and forming a joint venture witha
contractor. Developed by the AIA Design-Build Professional Interest Area,this book offers the
real-world expertise of thirty industryleaders from the United States, Canada, and Mexico, who
share theirexperience and know-how on such topics as: Starting out in design-build Risks and
rewards of design-build delivery Succeeding in a design-build practice Design-build education
Essential practice information Ethics and licensing laws State laws regulating both architects
and contractors aresummarized to help busy firms bring design-build projects throughto
successful completion in a variety of jurisdictions. The Architect's Guide to Design-Build
Services isthe most complete, definitive resource for architects, contractors,and attorneys
involved in designer-led projects.

Principles and Practices of Commercial Construction
If you dream of running your own construction company, this is the book for you. The authors
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specialize in remodeling, but the information they share is just as valuable to spec builders and
subcontrctors. A step-by-step through the process of setting up a new company. Learn about
several ways to structure your company, and the benefits and disadvantages of each of them.
Learn how to make a good impression on clients, how to work with architects, inspectors and
bankers and where to look for more help when you need it.

Builder's Guide to Accounting
Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide
Real Estate Record and Builder's Guide
Construction Information Source and Reference Guide
Basic information on forming your own contracting business, plus advanced information about
laws, regulations and procedures in the state of Virginia. Can be used as a primary study
reference for the Virginia contractor licensing exams. Contains sample contracting documents
used in this state.
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The Builder's Guide
This solid resource for builders, remodelers, developers, and contractors provides detailed
information on how an accounting system operates and the basic principles for processing
financial data. This fifth edition explains how technology facilitates procedures for such items
as accounts payable, change orders, and payroll and how it impacts processing systems. It
explains the impact of additional management reports and how they can enhance and facilitate
a manager?s job. The key measurements that residential construction professionals should
track. The integration of job cost accounting with estimating, purchasing, and scheduling. The
profit center concept for multiple-project companies and its reporting requirements. Every
company should produce monthly financial statements and other reports for management use.
Just as any home or building must rest on a secure and solid foundation, an understanding of
accounting should be the firm foundation upon which a company rests

BUILDING ESTIMATOR'S REFERENCE BOOK
In this guide, David Gerstel shows readers step-by-step how to drum up business, choose the
right jobs to bid, estimate them efficiently and accurately, write strong and balanced contracts,
work with clients and architects, plus lots more.

The National Public Accountant
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QuickBooks for Contractors is a must have reference tool for construction professionals who
want to get the most out of QuickBooks. Beyond the basic manuals and how to guides, this
book answers "How do I get QuickBooks to ?" This unique guidebook presents numerous
workarounds and examples of practical applications designed to increase user skill level.
Improve the quality of accounting information your company depends on for financial decision
making and increasing profits! Some of the topics covered include: Review of functionality
available for contractors Generating detailed estimate versus actual job cost reports Job
costing all elements of payroll - wages, taxes, and workers comp Getting around payroll taxes
being charged to only one expense account Progress and retention billing Multi-state payrolls
and charging jobs for worker's comp premium costs with different rates for each class of work
and state Tracking and job costing equipment How to use vendor bills to record journal entries
at the item code level Using the inventory module to track materials and charge jobs for usage
Tracking subcontractor insurance expirations Overview of percentage completion accounting
with formulas and sample journal entries Get QuickBooks to deliver the right information you
need to run a successful, profitable construction company with this first book in the series of
QuickBooks How to Guides for Professionals. *** The author, Craig Kershaw, CPA, MBA, is a
construction industry CFO and Controller with years of experience using accounting systems.
He is the managing partner of The CFO Source, a consulting firm that provides senior level
financial expertise to small and medium size businesses. A QuickBooks Pro Advisor, the
author developed the book as a training tool for construction clients. The author presents
continuing education courses on QuickBooks to members of the Maryland Association of
CPA's.
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The Builders' Guide, and Gentleman and Trader's Assistant; Or, a Universal
Magazine of Tables Containing Tables of Timber, Board, and Plank Measure, of
Square and Cubical Measure in General, Either by the Foot, Yard, Or Rod, Etc
According to a recent national survey, more construction contractors use QuickBooks Pro and
QuickBooks than all other accounting programs combined. And for good reason. QuickBooks
Pro excels at all the routine paperwork in a construction office: writing checks, keeping track of
your bank balance, sending out invoices and statements, creating up-to-the-minute profit and
loss statements for the month, year or by job, writing payroll checks, paying suppliers and
subcontractors, tracking job costs, comparing estimated and actual costs for each job, and
much more. But there's a lot to learn in QuickBooks Pro. And converting to a new accounting
system can be a complex and confusing task, even if you have a strong background in
accounting and plenty of time to install the new system. That's why this book was written -because most construction pros aren't accounting experts and have more important work to do
at the job site.

Builder
The Builder's Guide to Running a Successful Construction Company
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NAHB Home Builder's Handbook
According to a recent national survey, more construction contractors use QuickBooks Pro and
QuickBooks than all other accounting programs combined. And for good reason. QuickBooks
Pro excels at all the routine paperwork in a construction office: writing checks, keeping track of
your bank balance, sending out invoices and statements, creating up-to-the-minute profit and
loss statements for the month, year or by job, writing payroll checks, paying suppliers and
subcontractors, tracking job costs, comparing estimated and actual costs for each job, and
much more. But there's a lot to learn in QuickBooks Pro. And converting to a new accounting
system can be a complex and confusing task, even if you have a strong background in
accounting and plenty of time to install the new system. That's why this book was written -because most construction pros aren't accounting experts and have more important work to do
at the job site. Contractor's Guide to QuickBooks Pro 2004 will walk you step-by-step through
QuickBooks Pro's detailed setup procedure and then explain item-by-item how you should be
using QuickBooks Pro every day. In days, rather than weeks, you'll create a first-rate
accounting system that's an asset to your company. Here you'll find simple, well-illustrated
instructions for customizing the setup for QuickBooks Pro 2004, including what each screen on
your monitor should look like. This manual explains every choice you need to make and every
button you need to click on. And it tells you how to get a trial version of QuickBooks Pro if you
want to try it before buying, and includes two other programs you'll want to use when
estimating costs with QuickBooks Pro. With this book, the CD in the back with the software and
data files just described, and QuickBooks Pro 2004, you have at your fingertips all the financial
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tools needed to keep your books straight, and your company running strong and in the black.
Book jacket.

Construction Guide
Be licensed to work anywhere in the U.S. and go where the action is. This book will help you
get a building, mechanical, electrical, or specialty license in the state of your choice. You'll find
where to apply, and what requirements, exams, and letters of reference are required. You'll
even find which subjects the license exams will quiz you on, and what books are required
reading material for those exams. If making more money by working in another state has been
on your list, get this book today!

Builder's Guide to Landscaping
Easily master QuickBooks Pro 2003 and quickly learn how to generate reports to help you
analyze your company's progress. Includes a FREE CD-ROM with preconfigured construction
company files for QuickBooks Pro, including one for Canada. Just drag the company file onto
your hard drive and then fill it in with your vendors, subs, and customers. Also included is a
complete estimating program with a cost database to help you estimate your jobs, and a
unique translation tool to transfer the estimate to QuickBooks Pro for job costing. Includes 40
FREE construction forms.
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Real Estate Record and Builders' Guide
Answers in the palm of your hand Who better to meet the needs of the home builder than the
organization that represents more than 200,000 home builders countrywide? The NAHB has
collected all the of its industry expertise into one comprehensive resource just for your needs.
This quick-answer guidebook helps you problem-solve in every area of your business life. You
get solutions that streamline your work, cut costs, and save you time in the office and on site.
Look behind this cover for: *Checklists, up-to-date code information, and technical data, in an
at-a-glance format *Budget-sparing safety and regulatory solutions *Tested guidelines for
estimating, scheduling, quality control, and boosting sales *A handy set of personalized
management, accounting, and business tools just for home builders *Reliable guidance on
contractual and legal issues ALL-IN-ONE HOME BUILDER'S RESOURCE

How to Succeed with Your Own Construction Business
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